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INTRODUCTION

Domestic courts throughout the world share the common challenge of developing procedures and institutional mechanisms that maximize access to justice. Access to justice, which emphasizes the “means for achieving acceptable . . . results rather than the content of the final decisions,” was historically viewed as a primarily procedural concern. As such, scholarly attention to substantive human rights and environmental issues has often overshadowed the realities of the legal system that affect the “ability, in practice, of a party to recognize [their] legal rights and to defend them adequately.”

Recently, however, scholars have highlighted access to justice as an important standalone right. Additionally, many have emphasized access to justice as an important mechanism for promoting fuller realization of other rights, and for facilitating their extension to historically disenfranchised populations. As a result, it is valuable to consider how various legal institutions and actors may enhance access to justice.

Accordingly, this paper examines one class of domestic judicial institutions that aims to enhance access to justice and efficacy in the disposition of legal disputes: specialized environmental courts and tribunals. Its analysis examines the following question: how effectively do specialized courts provide access to justice to historically disadvantaged classes? Accordingly, it first briefly introduces indigenous rights and environmental justice—two issues that states have sought to address by enhancing access to justice. Second, it introduces the phenomenon of
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Securing Access to Justice

judicial specialization, and surveys the comparative courts and judicial politics literature to characterize the establishment of specialized courts and tribunals. In doing so, it emphasizes establishment of specialized environmental courts and tribunals (“ECTs”) as an important development within the broader trend of judicial specialization.

Having laid this analytical foundation, the paper next presents the research design, which employs a comparative-courts lens to survey the provision of access to justice among specialized courts. In so doing, it identifies the two cases that will support analysis: the National Green Tribunal of India and New Zealand’s Environment Court. Next, it evaluates the ways these courts address indigenous populations in the context of two components of access to justice: (1) the initial standing determination, when the right to bring a claim to court is granted; and (2) the outcomes that manifest in judicial opinions.

Through this analysis, the paper argues that ECTs can provide access to justice that differs demonstrably from justice afforded by more traditional courts. Specifically, it urges that specialized ECTs are of interest to comparative environmental governance scholars for two reasons: (1) they provide a potential mechanism for translating international environmental norms into discrete policy questions at the national or substate level; and (2) their emphasis on equity between diverse classes of litigants affords a framework for better considering intergenerational equity.

I. ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND PRESSING SOCIETAL ISSUES

As noted, access to justice is important both as a standalone right and as a mechanism for securing additional rights.\(^7\) For example, the United Nations notes that “access to justice is . . . closely linked to poverty reduction,” and argues that “[l]ack of access to justice limits the effectiveness of poverty reduction and democratic governance programmes by limiting participation, transparency and accountability.”\(^8\) Access to justice is also closely linked to environmental concerns, and to the sustainability of livelihoods and lifeways that depend on environmental health.\(^9\)

Despite this flourishing theoretical interest, access to justice remains uneven in practice. Even in developed countries with robust judicial systems, access to justice is a widely violated legal principle. Within the
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8. UNDP, *supra* note 4, at 3.
United States, for example, roughly “four-fifths of the civil legal needs of
the low-income . . . remain unmet.” Similarly, even those citizens living
“above poverty thresholds are . . . priced out of the civil legal process for
the vast majority of their legal concerns.”

The challenges associated with securing access to justice are further
magnified in developing countries. There, access to justice can fulfill an
important rights-based role, helping “people to seek and obtain a remedy
through formal or informal institutions of justice, and in conformity with
human rights standards.” Highlighting access to justice can also
emphasize important systemic issues and raise considerations of inclusivity,
showing how “disadvantaged groups are marginalized or stigmatized by the
law when it does not recognize their legal status or [traditional] practices,”
including “indigenous peoples’ usage of land and natural resources.”

An access to justice paradigm “search[es] for . . . ways to overcome . . .
difficulties or obstacles which make civil and political liberties non-
accessible to so many people” by considering context-specific barriers to
uniform protection of rights. While many obstacles may hinder access to
justice, structural aspects of domestic judicial institutions can present
particularly potent barriers. Accordingly, international organizations
(“IOs”)—including the World Bank—emphasize the importance of
structural changes. They underscore the need to “eliminat[e] laws with a
distinctly anti-poor component”; afford “greater access for individuals and
NGOs acting in the public interest”; and offer “judicial training and
support.” All judicial institutions may be structured in ways that enhance
access to justice. However, some domestic legal institutions explicitly seek
to do so, including the ECTs evaluated in this article.

While access to justice is a pressing issue in its own right, it interacts
synergistically with other social issues. Access to justice can help to address
those issues when robust, and can hinder their resolution when constrained.
Accordingly, this paper briefly introduces indigenous rights and
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environmental justice, two issues which are directly affected by access to justice.

A. Indigenous Rights

Within national and international legal systems, traditional indigenous rights approaches have transitioned toward increasingly nuanced and multifaceted regimes. These shifts have moved courts toward recognizing and acknowledging “the need to protect [indigenous] groups[’] right to autonomy.” The effort to preserve indigenous populations’ autonomy has been defined to encompass their rights to distinct nationalities, self-government, and self-determination. Additionally, recent emphases have shifted toward linking indigenous interests to environmental sustainability, thus highlighting the complex and interactive challenge of securing indigenous rights.

B. Environmental Justice

Mirroring the enhanced global attention accorded to indigenous rights, legal practitioners and scholars have focused extensive scholarship upon the concern of recognizing and securing environmental justice (“EJ”). EJ acknowledges that “environmental hazards are closely linked to race and poverty.” Accordingly, it emphasizes not only the “distribution of risks and hazards, but also the struggle for recognition of those subject to hazards.” The foundation of the EJ paradigm was laid in the United States during the 1980s and 1990s, where toxic contamination issues unmasked environmental inequities on a domestic scale. However, with time, the concept has adopted an international dimension and come to focus upon the interaction between environmental justice and the concerns of

disenfranchised populations. In so doing, the emphasis on equitable distribution of environmental harms has highlighted North-South tensions and effects upon developing countries and poor populations.

II. SPECIALIZED COURTS: AN INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM FOR ENHANCING ACCESS TO JUSTICE?

In an attempt to address substantive issues including indigenous rights and environmental justice more comprehensively, expeditiously, and accurately, nations have increasingly embraced an institutional solution: the establishment of specialized courts. While judicial specialization may refer to bounding the geographic scope of a court’s jurisdiction, more commonly it refers to narrowing the scope of issues that a court or its individual judges will hear. Historically, judicial specialization has been advocated in various instances, including cases in which “the subject matter [is] complex due to the difficulty of the underlying law,” or complex due to “the technical nature of the facts.” Specialized courts have also been advocated due to their potential for relieving “caseload pressures on existing courts,” “develop[ing] judicial expertise,” and providing “uniformity in the interpretation of the law.”

Despite these many strengths, researchers have highlighted several potential pitfalls of judicial specialization. For instance, the insights of specialized judicial institutions may be dampened by their “loss of the generalist perspective.” Likewise, in some issue areas, specialized justice might diminish a court’s prestige if opinions are meted out through an “assembly line” approach. Moreover, the prestige and status of the courts may help to determine the success they enjoy, as “many of the successful ECTs enjoy a more comprehensive jurisdiction than their unsuccessful

30. Id.
Likewise, some have suggested that judicial specialization more meaningfully supports improved outcomes at lower levels of the judiciary, since it is the locus of technical fact-finding. Accordingly, scholars have urged careful examination of the effects of specialization.

The environmental realm presents one issue area where further study of the implications of judicial specialization is particularly valuable. There, scholars have noted a proliferation of ECTs, with more than 350 ECTs authorized by 2009, and a further increase to more than 500 ECTs authorized by 2012. This expansion appears to mirror the “justice cascade” phenomenon Lutz, Sikkink, and others describe, whereby individuals “engaged in a common policy enterprise with recognized expertise and competence in the particular domain” transmit common norms within that realm. With regard to ECTs, a number of international organizations affiliated with the United Nations have appeared to foster this diffusion, advocating establishment of environmental judiciaries in developing regions such as Southeast Asia and Africa.

This geographically expansive diffusion of a norm favoring ECTs has yielded tremendous institutional diversity; ECTs exist across a range of countries and at all decisional levels. Across this diversity of institutions, however, scholars have observed that ECTs are united by the promise of the benefits they can provide. Those benefits include access to justice for vulnerable populations such as indigenous groups, and improved recognition of human rights and their interconnection with environmental issues. Nevertheless, scholars have also noted that despite abundant information on individual ECTs, there is a surprising lack of “comparative
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analysis of the different ‘models’ of ECTs now existing.” According to this paper advocates a comparative approach, and represents an initial effort at comparatively analyzing ECTs.

III. METHOD AND CASES

To analyze how ECTs may bear upon the access to justice afforded to sensitive populations, this paper employs a comparative analytical method. Comparative environmental politics seeks to “resist [a] facile holism . . . yet provide a medium for meaningful comparison of . . . complexities.” Moreover, a comparative analysis permits consideration of domestic institutions as they address global issues. Finally, comparative analysis of environmental governance situates issues and institutions within a global context. The study of multiscale governance “includes governing bodies and institutions at various levels of government.”

To heighten explanatory power, the comparative method seeks to hold as many factors constant as possible while observing the resulting variation. Accordingly, to explore variation in the access to justice that ECTs afford, this analysis constrains examination to two cases, both representing national-level ECTs. By doing so, it explores the differing approaches to indigenous rights and access-to-justice issues that a developed and a developing country ECT have pursued.

A. India

As a developing country, India is experiencing the pressures that result from the interaction of environmental and population growth pressures. India’s population surpassed 1 billion in 1999 and, with a forecast population growth of 1.2 percent, reached 1.23 billion by 2012. Along

40. Paul F. Steinberg & Stacy D. VanDeveer, Comparative Environmental Politics in a Global World, in COMPARATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS: THEORY, PRACTICE, AND PROSPECTS 3, 7 (Paul F. Steinberg & Stacy D. VanDeveer eds., 2012).
41. Id. at 13–15.
42. Henrik Selin & Stacy D. VanDeveer, Federalism, Multilevel Governance, and Climate Change Politics Across the Atlantic, in COMPARATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS, supra note 40, at 348.
with India’s rapid population growth, the country has witnessed extensive urbanization, with a nearly five-fold expansion of its urban population during the past thirty years. India’s rapid growth has introduced new environmental challenges to the Indian regulatory landscape. In particular, increasing industrial and vehicular activity has increased air pollution, toxic releases, and associated challenges. These urban environmental issues have added to existing challenges found in India’s rural regions. In those rural regions, air pollution and deforestation resulting from biomass combustion, and declining soil fertility and freshwater availability due to unsustainable agricultural practices, have threatened health and welfare.

In addition to India’s diverse spectrum of environmental threats, a diversity of distinct groups and populations that demand consideration complicate the ability to regulate the environment. In India, “461 ethnic groups are recognized as [s]cheduled [t]ribes” or indigenous peoples. Collectively, these people comprise 8.2% of the total population and suffer from a variety of land and environment challenges beyond those experienced by non-indigenous citizens; these include land alienation and challenges in gaining the necessary recognition to share the benefits from natural resources.

Because of this diversity of challenges, and also the associated “pressures on equity and ecosystems,” the Indian state sought institutional approaches to bolster environmental governance. In 1996, India’s Supreme Court acknowledged the limitations of its existing judicial system visited Jan. 29, 2016); Country Profile: India, UN DATA (2016), http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crName=India [https://perma.cc/ZH64-Y78R].
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and “abuse of the process of law,” and advocated establishment of dedicated green benches.53 The Court cited the “work-load” of lower courts, the lack of “proper appreciation of the significance of the environment [sic] matters,” and concluded that, “[a]ll this points to the need for creating environment courts which alone should be empowered to deal with all matters, civil and criminal, relating to environment.”54 For India’s common law system, these shortcomings represented a challenge to the effective disposition of individual cases, to India’s judicial emphasis on “social welfare,” and to “empower[ing] the weakest members of the society.”55

Accordingly, in 2010, India’s Parliament passed the “National Green Tribunal Act,” which authorized establishment of a national-level green court.56 Structurally, India’s National Green Tribunal (“NGT”) is vested with broad authority, possessing discretion over “all civil cases where a substantial question relating to environment . . . is involved.”57 Moreover, the enabling legislation granted it appellate jurisdiction over environmental matters, with immediate appeal from the NGT to India’s Supreme Court.58

Compositonally and procedurally, the NGT is also unique. In a divergence from more traditional legal systems, NGT panels are not composed solely of traditional justices; instead, they also include “Expert Members,” who are evaluated not on their legal credentials, but rather their possession of considerable scientific training and practical experience.59 Additionally, in order to provide more case-appropriate and expansive access to justice, the NGT is “not . . . bound by the Code of Civil Procedure” or “the rules of evidence,” and instead possesses the “power to regulate its own procedure,” “guided by the principles of natural justice.”60 Under this extraordinary grant of discretion, the NGT has rendered hundreds of judgments to date.61 Moreover, the NGT has laid the

54. Id. at [6].
57. Id. § 14(1).
58. Id. §§ 16, 22.
59. Id. § 5(2).
60. Id. § 19(1)-(3).
framework for “the world’s largest network of local environmental tribunals, expected to increase citizen access to environmental justice.”

B. New Zealand

As demonstrated above, India represents a large developing country. Its rapid population growth and expanding array of environmental challenges spurred the relatively recent establishment of an ECT with a broad grant of jurisdictional and discretionary powers. In contrast, New Zealand, which also established a national ECT, represents a small, highly developed country. In 2013, its Human Development Index (“HDI”) rating placed its population of roughly 4.5 million “in the very high human development category”—sixth out of 187 countries and territories.

While New Zealand differs from India in many core structural and compositional respects, it also demonstrates some key similarities. For instance, the impact of urbanization in New Zealand has been profound. Approximately eighty-five percent of New Zealand’s population is concentrated in urban areas, making the nation “one of the most highly urbanised countries in the world.” While the development of “peri-urban” areas has blurred the distinction between urban and rural regions in New Zealand, like India, New Zealand’s population largely remains divided between urban and rural areas. New Zealand’s rural populations contribute substantially to the country’s economy through traditional agriculture, fishing, and forestry.

Also, like in India, the presence of New Zealand’s indigenous populations contributes additional tension to the urban-rural dichotomy. As of 2013, approximately 14.9 percent of New Zealand’s population identified as Māori. Impressively, research has suggested that HDI rankings of the Māori population have increased more rapidly than the general population, “closing the gap in human development.”

65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Martin Cooke et al., Indigenous Well-Being in Four Countries: An Application of the UNDP’s Human Development Index to Indigenous Peoples in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the
Nevertheless, like other indigenous populations, the Māori “economy is disproportionately invested in climate-sensitive primary industries . . .” and the Māori are “disproportionately exposed to adverse social and economic conditions.”69

In addition to issues of indigenous equity, New Zealand faces a variety of environmental challenges. For instance, in New Zealand’s urban areas, including Christchurch, air pollution raises environmental justice considerations, with different levels of ambient air pollution leading to “higher exposure . . . among groups of lower social status.”70 Like India, New Zealand also faces pressing environmental challenges in its rural areas, including loss of biodiversity.71

Ultimately, like in India, these various pressures led New Zealand to seek institutional responses to its environmental and development challenges. Like India, New Zealand is a common law state,72 and resolving environmental law disputes requires the ability to apply expertise to individual disputes. Accordingly, nineteen years before the passage of India’s NGT Act, New Zealand adopted the Resource Management Act of 1991 (“RMA”). The RMA sought to “promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.”73 It embraced an expansive conception of resource management, acknowledging “social, economic, and cultural well-being,” recognizing the diverse communities within New Zealand, and emphasizing the need to consider “the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations.”74

Additionally, the RMA provided for establishment of New Zealand’s Environment Court, which replaced the preexisting Planning Tribunal, and granted the Environment Court authority over “virtually every important mechanism for environmental management . . . including regional policy statements, regional and district plans, resource consents and water
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conservation orders.”

To equip the Court for this range of matters, the body is composed of two classes of individuals: environment judges and environment commissioners. Eligibility in the first class is determined on the basis of traditional judicial qualifications, while the latter seeks to ensure that the “court possesses a mix of knowledge and experience in matters coming before the court,” including economics, planning, surveying, and indigenous concerns.

In conducting its activities, the court diverges from more traditional common law courts in important ways. While its authority to render judgments is clearly constrained by the enabling statute, the Environment Court is also empowered to render policy declarations, even on “abstract issues or issues not adequately framed by specific facts and argument.” In this fashion, the institution is uniquely empowered to adjudicate in advancement of New Zealand’s sustainable management. Through this expansive grant of authority, the Environment Court in New Zealand has addressed hundreds of environmental disputes, receiving 392 new registrations during the twelve most recent months for which such statistics are available.

IV. ANALYSIS

As the foregoing sections demonstrate, India and New Zealand present vastly different political and cultural settings in which the issues of access to justice, indigenous rights, and environmental justice have manifested. Nevertheless, in both instances, governments have elected to authorize and establish ECTs in response to these multiple challenges. Accordingly, in this section, this article undertakes a comparative analysis of the performance these countries’ ECTs provide in practice, aiming to highlight variation between the two cases. First, this section presents a characterization of the procedural access to justice that each court has provided in practice, giving special attention to their treatment of historically disenfranchised and indigenous populations. Second, this section examines the judicial outcomes that these institutions have yielded.
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A. Standing

In any judicial system, securing access to justice requires broad recognition of standing, or the right to “make a legal claim or seek judicial enforcement of a duty or right.” \(^81\) Establishing standing, or showing that a plaintiff “has a sufficient stake in an otherwise justiciable controversy,” is a gatekeeping task in environmental litigation, and one that is particularly amorphous. \(^82\) The notion of standing is differentially interpreted across courts; as a result, courts can either expand access to the judicial system\(^83\) or constrain it through their grants of standing. \(^84\)

In both India’s NGT and New Zealand’s Environment Court, legislation was constructed to expand standing. In India, for instance, the NGT was established with an eye toward the nation’s broader trend of “relaxation of requirements of standing,” and was granted cognizance over an array of classes and causes. \(^85\) Accordingly, this paper next examines whether the aspirations of broadly granting standing have manifested in practice.

1. India National Green Tribunal

Turning first to India, the NGT has often demonstrated a liberal construction of standing when interpreting individual cases; this has manifested in several ways.

a. India: Public Interest Claims

First, the court has readily accepted public interest claims brought by individuals on behalf of broader classes of the Indian population. For instance, in *Himanshu R. Barot v. State of Gujarat & Others*, the applicant was a journalist who explicitly stated that “he has no personal interest in the litigation.” \(^86\) Instead, the applicant expressed concern for residents of a
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84. PHILIPPE SANDS & JACQUELINE PEELE, PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 140 (3d ed. 2012).
region allegedly affected by a maize processing facility and sought “protection of the environment.”

Granting standing to public interest claims is particularly valuable in India, where expansive land area and a tendency towards administrative centralization challenge unified enforcement of environmental statutes and regulations. In Rohit Choudhury v. Union of India and Others, a citizen plaintiff sought protection of Kaziranga National Park. The park is a designated UNESCO World Heritage Site and home to species including the tiger, Indian rhino, and Asian elephant. Through the case, Choudhury was able to highlight illegal, “unregulated quarrying and mining” that imperiled the Park’s existence, to emphasize the duty of India’s Ministry of Environment and Forests to provide oversight in the National Park, and to secure a judgment requiring cessation of illegal industrial activities.

Public interest claims have been employed in multiple other instances. Individuals have brought claims on behalf of entire villages seeking environmental protections. Likewise, plaintiffs have received standing to represent communities reliant on a shared resource, such as fishermen when development threatens their waters. Through these actions, citizens have been able to secure recognition of environmental claims on behalf of their neighbors and fellow villagers.

b. India: Standing to Permit Consideration of Nonhuman Entities

Second, the court has, in certain narrow instances, appeared to grant standing that enables it to consider the plight of living organisms. Such cases are unique, and in them, the NGT does not explicitly grant standing to a nonhuman entity. Instead, the NGT has minimized its initial consideration of standing so that it can resolve a matter deemed compelling. For instance, in a 2014 opinion, the court addressed the claim that the Bhopal municipal government “had cut three old/big trees . . . and also three big Ashoka
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90. Id. ¶ 2.
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93. See, e.g., Husain Saleh Mahmud Usman Bhai Kara v. Gujarat SEIAA & Others, Unreported Judgments 2013, 2 (India) (contesting construction of thermal power plant).
trees.” The NGT opinion sidestepped consideration of standing and tree ownership and instead moved directly into resolving the substance of the dispute. It has repeated this approach elsewhere. Though such efforts have been limited to date, they reflect an approach for empowering the court to consider the substantive interests of trees and other natural objects. If so, this move would reflect an initial step toward an institutional approach debated by environmental lawyers since the birth of the modern environmental movement: enabling nonhuman entities to “seek redress in their own behalf.”

c. India: Self-Generated/Sua Sponte Actions

Third, the NGT has demonstrated willingness, when it deems such action necessary, to initiate legal action on its own behalf and in the absence of claims from outside parties. Such *suo motu*, or *sui generis*, actions permit the Tribunal to engage in a degree of agenda-setting not normally associated with courts. In 2013, the Tribunal convened such an action in response to a newspaper article published in the *Times of India* that argued that mining activities were imperiling a tiger corridor. On this basis, the Tribunal summoned nineteen respondents to ascertain the “particulars of Mining Leases . . . mentioned in the news item.” By doing so, the NGT was able to systematically review claims set forth in the newspaper article and to identify potential violations of mining and resource protection laws for further scrutiny.

2. New Zealand Environment Court

Like India’s NGT, New Zealand’s Environment Court has favored inclusivity in order to address environmental questions. Its approach to standing is made explicit through RMA section 274. The statute

96. Id. at *1–*3.
99. Tribunal at its Own Motion v. The Sec’y, Ministry of Env’t & Forests & Others, Unreported Judgments 2013, 4 (India).
100. Id. at 5.
101. Id. at 23.
102. See Resource Management Act 1991, pt 11, s 274(1)(a)–(f) (describing the many circumstances where a person can become a party to a proceeding in front of the Environmental Court).
articulates those classes of actors who may pursue an environmental claim.  
103 In addition to provisions authorizing certain governmental officials to bring suits as a matter of right, the statute broadly confers standing to citizens and authorizes participation by any “person who has an interest in the proceedings that is greater than the interest that the general public has.” 104 However, as Pring and Pring note, the discretion justices possess in implementing procedural and statutory provisions can also greatly impact and shape environmental outcomes. 105 Accordingly, it is important to examine how New Zealand has employed standing provisions in practice.

a. More Formal Standing Analysis

First, the cases resolved by the Environment Court demonstrate that it construes standing more rigidly than India’s NGT. Whereas the NGT often undertakes limited formal consideration of standing, it receives frequent and explicit consideration in many Environment Court opinions. For example, the Court often parses its statutory requirement that litigants demonstrate more interest in the proceedings than that held by the general public. Such consideration emerges in two ways. The first is, when a party raises the issue of standing to the court. 106 This suggests that parties in New Zealand may be more likely than those in India to employ procedural, rather than purely substantive, claims in support of their positions. Second, the Court can raise standing as an issue on its own accord. In these instances, the discussion of standing generally appears to be more pro forma and quickly resolved in favor of permitting the claims to move forward. 107 Accordingly, while the Environment Court’s more rigid construction of standing could outwardly appear problematic to less sophisticated litigants, in practice, the justices seem to embrace their policy mandate of fostering inclusivity.

103. Id.
104. Id. at pt 11, s 274(1)(d)–(da).
105. GREENING JUSTICE, supra note 37, at 111.
b. More Inclusive Standing Statute

Moreover, despite the Environment Court’s comparatively more formal consideration of standing, it rarely emerges as a bar to litigation since the underlying statute specifying standing is so broadly constructed. In many instances, simply filing an appeal or objection with a permitting agency is sufficient to confer standing.108 Likewise, submitting an application is viewed as sufficient to demonstrate a “right in property directly affected, and not remote.”109 Accordingly, just as the Environment Court’s more formalistic consideration of standing rarely bars access, the underlying statute favors inclusiveness.

c. Flexible Construction of Standing

Finally, judges of the New Zealand Environment Court have demonstrated a willingness to construe statutory language and facts flexibly to favor inclusivity and equity. This flexibility has manifested in several forms.

First, many traditional courts address standing before reaching substantive claims, thus permitting standing to function as a bar to litigation. In contrast, the Environment Court has repeatedly demonstrated its willingness to evaluate the merits of a claim, even when standing is questioned or lacking.110 Likewise, the Court elsewhere has simply rendered substantive opinions, permitting standing to be addressed later “if it remains an outstanding issue to be determined.”111

Second, when the Court finds standing problematic, it readily invokes other grounds to reach substantive issues. For example, if one party lacks standing, the Court will seek others with standing to permit litigation and dispute resolution to continue.112 Likewise, the court will seek ways to promote equity and prevent procedural defects from barring litigation. Examples have included considering overall ecosystem health, even though “neither [specific] trees nor animals have standing,”113 and permitting the intervention of iwi (native populations) in a dispute, even though their


111. Trs. of the Ngati Tamaoho Tr. v. Auckland Council [2014] NZEnvC 012 at 6 per Harland J.


attorney technically missed a filing deadline.\textsuperscript{114} As the Court itself notes, the “objective of any proceeding before the court is ultimately to promote that purpose of sustainably managing natural and physical resources while, although this is implicit, following the principles of natural justice.”\textsuperscript{115}

Third, the Court has exhibited, in limited instances, its willingness to consider equity on its own accord. Its enabling statute, the RMA, deems “the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development” and “the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral [environments]” to be matters of national importance.\textsuperscript{116} Accordingly, in at least one case where Maori were not officially parties, the Court considered the need to “suitably recognize . . . and provide . . . for” native populations, the land claims of various iwi groups, and the significance of various ecosystem components.\textsuperscript{117}

In sum, this section has demonstrated that the structure and practice of India and New Zealand’s ECTs lead to relatively expansive conceptions of standing. These enhance procedural equity on the input side, enabling a broader slate of parties and issues to gain a toehold in the legal process. However, securing initial access to the judicial process is only one portion of the equation.

\section*{B. Judicial Outcomes}

In their 2009 evaluation of ECTs, Pring and Pring note that access to justice can be parsed into three distinct phases: access to the ECT; access to “fair, efficient, and affordable” proceedings; and issuance of orders that “provide measurable outcomes . . . [to] prevent . . . or remedy . . . environmental harm.”\textsuperscript{118} While it is difficult to measure “substantive environmental outcomes” resulting from judicial decisions, an important prefatory step is to examine the judgments that courts issue. Doing so moves closer to defining how court structures can shape who gains access to justice, as well as what form that justice may take. Due to the difficulty in generalizing across the facts of individual cases, comparing judgments
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\item Robinson, supra note 113, at ¶ 23.
\item Resource Management Act 1991, pt 2, s 6(e)-(f).
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across courts challenges comparative environmental law scholars, yet holds value in characterizing institutional efficacy.\footnote{Helle Tegner Anger et al., The Role of Courts in Environmental Law—A Nordic Comparative Study, 1 NORDIC ENVTL L.J. 1, 9, 10 (2009).}

1. India

India’s NGT statute offers little specific guidance regarding particular remedies and instead grants broad discretion to NGT panel members. The statute authorizes the NGT to render “relief and compensation to the victims of pollution and other environmental damages . . . ,” restitution for property damage, and restitution of the environment “as the Tribunal may think fit.”\footnote{INDIA CODE, § 15(1).} Likewise, rather than prescribing specific environmental statutes that the Tribunal must consider the enabling legislation directs that the Tribunal “shall . . . apply the principles of sustainable development, the precautionary principle, and the polluter pays principle.”\footnote{Id. § 20.}

In practice, it appears that the Tribunal crafts its opinions with an eye toward broad environmental principles. For example, when addressing pollution in economically significant fishing grounds, the NGT embraced a “multipronged approach” and noted that the precautionary principle, polluter pays, and various valuation techniques should guide its opinion.\footnote{Bhungase v. Ganga Sugar & Energy Ltd. & Others, Unreported Judgments 2013, 18 (India).} Likewise, when considering the environmental degradation of the Rohtang Pass, a highly trafficked route through the Himalayas in Himachal Pradesh province, the NGT went well beyond a simple consideration of the pollution. Instead, the Tribunal undertook lengthy examination of the region’s biodiversity, impacts to the local ecosystem from partially unburnt hydrocarbons (“black carbon”), and the status of the Pass as “one of the most significant gifts of nature to mankind . . . .”\footnote{Court on Its Own Motion v. State of Himachal Pradesh, Unreported Judgments 2014, 3 (India).} On this basis, the Tribunal cited the “Polluter Pays Principle” to justify imposing a tax on motor vehicles to help mitigate the effects of environmental degradation in the region.\footnote{Id. at 24.} Elsewhere, the NGT demonstrates its willingness to consider linkages between human, economic, and environmental ramifications of disputes. The NGT generally appears amenable to permitting economic activity to
continue, provided that environmental effects are fully understood\textsuperscript{125} and that there are no countervailing cultural considerations.

However, when indigenous groups and religious groups are involved, the Court exhibited sympathy toward those interests. For example, in one case, the Tribunal was called upon to examine the sufficiency of environmental impact review for an airport development that threatened both an ecologically productive river and a “declared heritage site” of great cultural importance to the Kerala people.\textsuperscript{126} Ultimately, the Tribunal acknowledged awareness that “a balance has to be struck between ecology and development” but barred the project given its troubling environmental and cultural implications.\textsuperscript{127}

However, the NGT does not uniformly favor traditional interests over industry. Elsewhere, the NGT has permitted industrial development despite disruption to centuries-old pastoralist grazing claims.\textsuperscript{128} Likewise, it has ordered the modification of traditional manufacture processes of Hindu idols to mitigate water pollution, though it devoted extensive discussion to the need to maintain “sanctity and due respect” of the idols and not “diminish obeisance for the Gods/Goddesses.”\textsuperscript{129} In brief, the NGT’s struggle to balance modernization, environmental preservation, and cultural considerations appears emblematic of the challenges facing India’s broader industrial transition.

2. New Zealand

A comparison of the two ECTs’ enabling legislation emphasizes that, while different, both grant expansive authority to the courts. As noted above, the RMA requires that the Environment Court take actions to preserve the natural environment, including the coastal environment, from “inappropriate subdivision, use, and development.”\textsuperscript{130} At the same time, the statute requires consideration of sensitive populations, deeming “the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands” and “the protection of protected customary rights” matters of national importance.\textsuperscript{131}

In practice, the Court has repeatedly demonstrated its willingness to consider such matters. In an early opinion, it grappled extensively with how to incorporate Māori claims into the Environment Court.\textsuperscript{132} After expansive legal analysis, it ultimately rendered a 249-page opinion; moreover, the Court did not merely seek a cursory examination of Māori interests, but rather “to give genuine and meaningful consideration to Maori concerns . . . consider[ing] how Maori saw [their landscape] in the context of their customary and cultural values.”\textsuperscript{133}

Even the more customary opinions reflect this desire to protect the interests of indigenous populations. In several summary opinions, the Court noted that consent decrees between litigants do not “prejudice . . . any claim of tangata whenua [people of the land] to customary ownership.”\textsuperscript{134} Likewise, the Court appears to believe firmly that the legal system can resolve native claims. Accordingly, it has repeatedly refused to dismiss claims involving indigenous interests because doing so would constrain its ability to review indigenous claims.\textsuperscript{135}

The actions of New Zealand’s Environment Court to preserve native interests are further bolstered by a complementary institution: the Māori Land Court. The institution expressly “endeavours to assist Māori landowners to promote the retention, use, development, and control of Māori land” through assistance with registration, land claims, and “provision of proactive advisory services and initiatives.”\textsuperscript{136} While examining the Māori Land Court is beyond the scope of this paper, its presence suggests that indigenous interests may receive more favorable treatment than this isolated examination of the Environment Court would suggest, given the overlapping institutional safeguards. In sum, New Zealand and its Environment Court demonstrate that developed countries, notwithstanding their highly bureaucratized legal systems, can provide institutional mechanisms to support indigenous populations.

\begin{flushleft}
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V. DISCUSSION

The foregoing analyses demonstrate that ECTs’ specialized structures can be observed through their approaches to standing and judicial orders—attributes that contribute to access to justice. As India’s NGT illustrates, countries can structure ECTs to broadly grant standing to public interest claims, permit consideration of the interests of nonhuman entities, and undertake environmental inquiry on its own motions. Further, New Zealand’s Environment Court demonstrates that even among ECTs with highly formalized standing analysis, an inclusive standing statute, and judges’ flexible construction of that statute, can promote broad access to justice.

Moreover, the preceding case analyses demonstrate that expanded access to justice can engender tangibly different treatment for vulnerable ecosystems and indigenous populations. They illustrate the capacity of ECTs to craft orders that are sensitive to broader environmental debates and to afford detailed consideration to interrelated environmental and indigenous interests.

While such observations are noteworthy on their own, ECTs merit further scrutiny due to their close alignment with matters of theoretical interest to comparative and environmental governance scholars. This section briefly identifies two such issues and explores each in turn: (1) the ability of ECTs to serve as conduits, effectively translating international environmental law norms into actionable on-the-ground policy; and (2) the ability of ECTs to increase equity.

A. Conduits for Translating International Norms

First, the two ECTs examined demonstrate that specialized judicial institutions may present a mechanism for actualizing environmental norms enunciated at the international level. While international legal scholars and diplomats applaud the adoption of international environmental agreements and principles, grounding these soft norms in “hard” legal frameworks has proven challenging, particularly domestically. Nevertheless, both ECTs surveyed demonstrate promising examples of how to accomplish this objective.

137. See, e.g., Jon Birger Skjærseth et al., Soft Law, Hard Law, and Effective Implementation of International Environmental Norms, 6 GLOBAL ENVTL. POL’LS 104, 104–05 (2006) (proposing that implementing soft law norms may increase international acceptance as opposed to hard law, in part because domestic ratification is not necessary).
As outlined above, India and New Zealand enshrined international environmental norms and ideals in the enabling legislation of their respective environmental courts. India’s National Green Tribunal Act of 2010 requires justices to consider the principles of “sustainable development, the precautionary principle, and the polluter pays principle” in their opinions.\(^\text{138}\) These derive directly from the Rio Declaration, adopted in 1992.\(^\text{139}\) Likewise, New Zealand’s RMA requires that the Environment Court “promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources” and ensure that natural and physical resources “meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations,” again echoing major international soft-law norms.\(^\text{140}\)

In practice, both institutions have sought to comply with these obligations. As noted above, India’s National Green Tribunal, concerned with black carbon deposition in the Himalaya, ordered the imposition of a vehicular emission tax under the polluter pays principle and regulated riparian pollution from industrial activities under the precautionary principle.\(^\text{141}\) As a result, far from the rarefied meetings where such principles were first negotiated, the norms of international environmental law are given effect in discrete instances of environmental management. In doing so, ECTs move such norms closer to benefiting the vulnerable populations that their drafters envisioned.

**B. Mechanisms for Enhancing Equity**

Second, ECTs expressly seek to enhance equity among individuals. The institutions move beyond an “equal footing” conception of citizens and toward recognition that some classes of persons have historically experienced difficulty in using the legal system. As noted previously, both the enabling legislation and resulting judicial opinions in the two ECTs acknowledge the need for special consideration of indigenous and other historically disenfranchised populations.

Such an approach is significant in two respects. First, by seeking to protect the most vulnerable populations, ECTs can exploit the link between
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141. Court on Its Own Motion v. State of Himachal Pradesh (2014), Application No. 237 (THC)/2013 at [38](1) (regulating black carbon through the polluter pays principle); Bhungase v. Gangakhed Sugar & Energy Ltd. & Others, Unreported Judgement 2013 (India) (applying the precautionary principle).
indigenous populations and the environment. By considering indigenous welfare, ECTs can indirectly protect the landscapes upon which those populations rely.\footnote{142} Second, through their attention to intragenerational equity, ECTs lay the foundation for fuller consideration of intergenerational equity, something that environmental policymakers have long identified as crucial to durable sustainability.\footnote{143}

CONCLUSION

This article has examined the concept of access to justice as it is effectuated by select environmental courts and tribunals and as it bears upon indigenous and other historically disadvantaged populations. To do so, it outlined the multiple facets of access to justice, noting that the concept implies not only initial access to a court, but also access to procedures that are equitable. It also outlined the ability to receive judicial orders that meaningfully improve outcomes. On this foundation, the article subsequently demonstrated that access to justice affects the nature of justice provided, not simply on its own, but also through the other rights that it can facilitate or bar, including indigenous rights and environmental justice.

Having defined the contours of access to justice and noted its bearing upon other human rights, this article outlined judicial specialization as an institutional approach that nations increasingly invoke in the effort to enhance access to justice and improve legal outcomes. Focusing on ECTs in particular, this article initially examined the variation such institutions provide. Using the comparative courts perspective to address the effect of access to justice on indigenous populations, it surveyed two cases: India’s NGT and New Zealand’s Environment Court.

Within the context of access afforded by the courts’ standing provisions, the article began by surveying the notion of standing. Turning first to India’s National Green Tribunal, an exemplar of a developing country’s tribunal, it found that the NGT’s opinions have eschewed rigid consideration of procedural standing requirements in favor of the underlying substantive claims. It further noted the court’s willingness to rule in cases concerning living organisms, even when no direct impacts to...
humans are cited. Finally and significantly, it observed the NGT’s willingness to act on its own volition to conduct hearings on matters deemed environmentally significant, even if no parties had raised those issues yet. Turning to New Zealand’s Environment Court, the paper presented an instance of a developed country’s ECT with a similarly broad conception of standing. Despite more formalistic standing analysis, this paper concluded that the Environment Court’s enabling statute was sufficiently broad to afford standing as a matter of course to most interested parties. Moreover, it demonstrated that Environment Court justices, conscious of their mandate to advance environmental equity, frequently grant standing or sidestep its strictest interpretation when less sophisticated parties are at risk of exclusion from the legal process. Collectively, it found that the two cases underscore the promising ways ECTs can foster an inclusive legal environment.

However, the paper noted that standing in and of itself is insufficient to remedy environmental harms, and thus examined the tangible outcomes ECTs afford to sensitive populations. Within the context of India, the paper noted that the NGT has: provided a conduit for international environmental law principles, including the precautionary and polluter pays principles; issued judgments that enshrine these often amorphous concepts; and sought to reconcile development pressures with cultural and environmental preservation. Likewise, in New Zealand, the Environment Court has exhibited an ability to undertake detailed, rather than perfunctory, consideration of indigenous/Māori rights, yielding judgments uniquely sensitive to the claims of environmentalists. Collectively, both courts demonstrate that ECTs, through their expansive statutory grants of discretion and justices’ eagerness to pursue environmental equity, proactively seek environmental protection.

Together, the two cases demonstrate that much of the promise perceived in ECTs may indeed exist. This includes their ability to “deal with environmental cases and make the access to justice easier for citizens, NGOs, and disadvantaged groups” and to serve as a “better forum for the adjudication of environmental, land use, and climate change claims than courts or tribunals of general jurisdiction.”

Nevertheless, further analyses are still required. While scholarly efforts, including this paper, have demonstrated that ECTs can support inclusive standing and environmental judicial orders, research has yet to systematically examine implementation and its subsequent effects to
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ecosystems and livelihoods. While some scholars have challenged the feasibility of such analyses, noting the subjective nature of evaluating the “goodness” of an environmental outcome, efforts to empirically evaluate implementation are warranted. Specifically, researchers may wish to employ case study research of the outcomes resulting from specific ECT orders as a first, exploratory step towards more empirically robust analysis.\textsuperscript{145}

Ultimately, this paper demonstrates a tangible link between judicial specialization and access to justice. ECTs offer a mechanism for lessening the inequities in environmental protections between developed and developing countries and between privileged and indigenous/traditionally disenfranchised populations within countries. Moreover, by connecting the sometimes atmospheric principles of international environmental law to discrete, on-the-ground issues, ECTs serve as important linkage institutions in transnational environmental governance. As development and environmental pressures intensify, these attributes will only increase in value to the nations where ECTs exist.

\textsuperscript{145} \textit{E.g.}, ROBERT K. YIN, CASE STUDY RESEARCH: DESIGN AND METHODS (3d ed. 2013).